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of the Reit/j Propaganda Minister, Dr. Goebbels—the
Staafsoper is under the control of General-Feld-Marschall
Goring, The chief director of the German Opera House
is the famous baritone Rhode, and one of the great
features is the performance of the Ballet, which has
not only made a big name for itself in Germany but in
Paris at the World Exhibition.
After the opera or theatre (the standard of acting is
very high), should you have a partner you will make for
one of these night-clubs—Quartier Latin, Le Jockey, or
Giro's* Here you will see all those who were earlier in
the evening at the Eden Bat or at any private party you
may have attended. There is dancing, no cabaret, and
the quality of the spirit in the liquor is not very forcible:
it is better to drink I locks and Moselles.
Three nights a week there is dancing at the Esplanade,
with white tics and tail-coats: this is very pleasant, for it
is held in a fine airy restaurant, and the band is excellent,
especially in its programme of classical music earlier in
the evening. Here it is that the smart Berliners assemble
when entertaining out of their own houses.
If you want a, "bachelor party/' the place to go to is
Femina, a huge night-club rather like the London
Casmo, with telephones on each table, so that you can
ting up any dancing partner whom you may fancy,
The angry expression on the face of their temporary
escort will often atone for the refusal of your Terpsi-
chorean offer,
Rio Rita is another place of the same type, only much
smaller: here is a collection of lovely barmaids, who will
leave their posts to dance with you. Do not expect
to find that they have much intelligence allied to their
beauty, "And too often, among the thoughts in the

